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Scott v Tuggerah Village (Residential Parks) [2009] NSWCTTT 104 (18 March 2009)

CONSUMER, TRADER AND TENANCY TRIBUNAL
Residential Parks Division



APPLICATION NO:

RP 08/55480

APPLICANT:

Leslie Scott

RESPONDENTS:

Greg Healey and Terry Huckle t/as Tuggerah Village

HEARING:

12 February 2009 at Gosford

APPLICATION:

For an order that the rent increase is excessive

APPEARANCES:

Mr Plimmer appeared for the Applicant
Mr King appeared for the Respondent

LEGISLATION:

Residential Parks Act 1998

CASES CITED:

Burrell, Seals and Ors v Kincumber Nautical Village Pty Limited CTTT 07/30002 16/10/2007



ORDERS


	Pursuant to Section 58 of the Residential Parks Act 1998 the rent of site number “..” Tuggerah Village shall not exceed the sum of $119.20 per week from 26 December 2008 to 25 December 2009.


	Any rent over paid as a result of Order 1 shall be refunded to the Applicant.



REASONS FOR DECISION


BACKGROUND

Tuggerah Village is a residential park situated on the Pacific Highway at Kangy Angy.  It comprises some 93 sites of which 37 are occupied by tenants under site agreements.  The present application is made by one of the residents, Mr Scott, who commenced to occupy his site in 2003 when the site rental was $94.50 per week.  There have been a number of increases since that time.  The last rent was set at $111.70 per week following an application which was heard before me in 2008.  During the hearing of that application detailed evidence and submissions were provided and the Tribunal ordered that the rent could not be increased beyond $111.70 for a period from the 21 December 2007 to 20 December 2008.

By notice dated 17 October 2008, the Applicant was advised that his rent was to be increased by $10.00 per week to $121.70 per week from the 26 December 2008.  

APPLICATION

The present application was filed on 17 November 2008 seeking a declaration that the rent increase was excessive along with an order that the owner had withdrawn goods and services or facilities.  The claim relating to withdrawal of services and facilities was not pursued at the hearing and Mr Plimmer for the Applicant advised that it would be withdrawn although evidence of withdrawal of services was to be relied upon in support of the issue relating to rent increases.

SECTION 58 ORDERS

Section 58 enables the Tribunal upon application by a resident under Sections 55 or 56 to consider the matters relevant under Section 57 and determine that a rent increase is excessive.  It is necessary first to consider in accordance with Section 58(A) whether the proposed rent increase exceeds an increase in the Consumer Price Index (all groups) for Sydney as published by the Bureau of Census and Statistics.  In the present case the Consumer Price Index for the relevant period was 4.9% based upon documents produced although Mr King contended that it may have been 5%.  The proposed rent increase substantially exceeds the Consumer Price Index and the application can therefore be dealt with.

MATTERS TO BE CONSIDERED UNDER SECTION 57

The Tribunal may determine whether or not a rent increase or rent payable under a residential tenancy agreement or proposed residential tenancy agreement for residential premises is excessive have regard to manners prescribed in Section 57 as set out hereunder.  Relevant evidence of both parties in relation to these matters has been summarised below but at the outset of the hearing it was made clear to the parties that I had made various findings relevant to the caravan park and to a previous claim by Mr Scott heard in 2008.  Each of the matters required for consideration were reviewed having regard to my previous findings to determine whether evidence produced in the present application affected those findings in any way.
  



Section 57(a) – General market levels for comparable premises

I had previously determined that Meander Village located in the Wyong Shire was a comparable site and Mr King for the Respondent noted that the Tribunal had previously found Meander Village as comparable and had rejected other comparisons on previous occasions.  Mr Plimmer sought to adduce some late evidence that the Palm Springs Park was also comparable.  This evidence was rejected as it was not based on material which had been properly served in accordance with the Tribunal directions.

Mr King observed that the rental for a perimeter site in Meander Village had increased to $128.50 per week.  It is noted that at the time of the previous application perimeter sites were rented at $125.00 per week so it is clear that the increase for 2008 was only set at $3.50 per week.

Section 57(b) – Value of residential premises

Mr King on behalf of the park owners drew attention to five sites which had apparently been sold in 2008 at substantial profit for the owner.  There was no evidence of a period or periods over which these capital gains had been achieved and there was no evidence that profits resulted from efficient management, maintenance, location and facilities.

Section 57 (c) – Frequency and amount of past rent increases

Details of the regular increases have been provided and it is noted that on each occasion they had exceeded the Consumer Price Index.  The presently proposed increase exceeds those which have been applied on prior occasions.

Section 57(d) – General Price Index

The parties have agreed that the Consumer Price Index is in the order of 4.9% to 5%.  Mr King has again argued that the Tribunal ought to rely on the Service Industries Product Price Index (PPI) but I am not persuaded that I should depart findings that I have made in 2008.

Section 57(e) – Conduct of the parties

The relationship between management and some residents has been discussed in prior hearings.  From the evidence before me it appeared that nothing had changed in any way to affect the present application.

Section 57(f) – Outgoings in respect of the residential premises required to be borne by the park owner

Details of the outgoings borne by the park owner for services have been tabled together with details of price increases for these items.  There are no documents to support the figures and it is difficult to determine the impact in dollar terms upon the whole of the park.  This material is not of assistance.

Section 57(g) – Cost of services provided under the residential tenancy agreement

Some relevant material has been produced but no supporting documents are available.  The impact of these increases upon the park owners is not clear.

Section 57(h) – Cost of fittings, appliances, goods or facilities provided with the premises

The replacement value of infrastructure and facilities has been listed but no verification of these figures is provided.  It is not known whether they represent values for insurance or otherwise and the information supplied is of little assistance.

Section 57(i) – Accommodation and amenities provided upon the premises and the state of repair and condition

Many of the items referred to by the park owners in this category are facilities which had been provided at the time of the previous application in 2008.  One change was the additional toilets provided at a cost of $10,000.00.  The benefit of these facilities to permanent park residents is uncertain.  A proposed construction of kitchenettes prior Christmas 2009 has not been completed and accordingly cannot be considered for the purposes of the present application.

Section 57(j) – Work to the premises by or on behalf of the Resident

No evidence was produced on this aspect.

Section 57(k) – Any other matters

The park owners have indicated that they wish to achieve a uniform rental structure within the park.  Submissions in this regard are similar to those put before me in 2008.  Mr King also emphasized that if an increase was fixed to bind the parties for 12 months as opposed to a 6 month fixed period the amount of the increase should be greater to take account of increases in costs for the additional six month period.

FINDINGS

Following the review of the evidence and submissions relevant to the matters set out above it is necessary for the Tribunal to determine whether or not a rent increase is excessive.  It is not the rent itself which is under consideration but the increase of the rent (Burrell, Seals and Ors v Kincumber Nautical Village Pty Limited CTTT 07/30002 16/10/2007).  The Applicant contends the rent increases are excessive when rents of comparable sites are considered and that particular regard should be had to the services which have been reduced or withdrawn.  The park owners argue that there should be uniformity between residents with similar sites and they contend that the Applicant’s rent, even with the proposed increase, is at the lower end of the comparable range.  It is noted at this point that the Meander Village site referred to in the previous application had increased by only $3.50 within the twelve month period.  It seems that an increase in Palm Springs was similar, although specific evidence relating to that park being comparable was not admitted.

Meander Village has been nominated as a comparable park but the Appellant disputes that the quality of his site can be compared to perimeter sites at Meander Village.  I am not satisfied that the sites are equivalent.

In support of his request for uniformity of rental, Mr King gave evidence that rentals on all sites had increased and that only three sites remain at rentals less than $120.00 per week.  One of the sites was the subject of the present application and the rental of the other two sites had been increased by $8.00 per week and $10.00 per week and that the rent of those sites was now $118.70 and $120.00 respectively. 

 Mr King pointed out that it was important to consider the term of the proposed increase of rent, noting that where rent was increased at six monthly intervals a lower rate of increase was acceptable.  

The range of site rental fees payable in the Tuggerah Village gives some indication of the market rental value.  The desire for a uniformity of rent by the park owner must necessarily be considered as relevant.  Against this proposition it is noted that increases over suggested comparable sites have only been in the order of $3.50 to $5.00 for a twelve month period.  

Having regard to all the matters prescribed by Section 57 and the whole of the evidence including photographs of facilities and amenities in the park, the Tribunal finds the increase of $10.00 per week to be excessive and the appropriate increase is determined in the circumstances to be $7.50 per week as reasonable.   The increase should apply for a period of twelve months from 26 December 2008.





John Ringrose
Member
Consumer, Trader and Tenancy Tribunal

18 March 2009

